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SG, Dean Of Men
Disagree On Rules
Tom McLaughlin, candidate for
Although there was originally no
SG vice president, was declared conflict between the two
ineligible last week by the office of "somewhere, the words of th~
Dean of Men Paul R. McQuiJkin but handbook were altered," said
·1 ater declared eligible by a Daniels.
unanimous vote of the SG elections
Daniels further explained that
commission.
there are only two alternatives to
According to Elections correct the situation; either the
Commissioner Fred Daniels, the university must alter the wording of
situation was caused by a the handbook, or an amendment
discrepancy between the SG must be passed modifying the
constitution and the constitution as wording of the student
it is printed in the student
WFTU-TV last week taped an open forum with from right to left are Sandy Jackson, Hob Brown, handbook.
candidates for the SG executive elections. Moderated Paul Woodson, Steve Adamic and Debbie Hanshew.
To be eligible to run for
by Steve Jones (far right) the program highlighted (Photo by Jon Findel~)
executive office, according to the
some of the major issues of the campaign. Candidates
constitution, a student must
iiiiiiiilmmiiii~iiii-iiiilltJiilllMiiiiiiilll••-·•·YiiM·uwiii••Yi~~~
..
rA~VA;nWw-- "possess a cumulative grade point
average of not le$ than 2.0." The
We Live in the Present
constitution as it is printed in the ·
1971-72 Student Handbook,
By the Post, but
however, states that a student must
for th~ . ..
"possess an FTU and cumulative
grade point average of not less than
2.0."·
To further complicate the
situation, page 43 of the student
handbook under eligibility
April 21, 1972
VoL 4No. 24
requirements "for any position of
leadership or responsibility in any
recognized student governing
group,'' states that, "a student must
l'Kl'..ilJ 1JA~J.tiL8
have a cumulative GPA and an FTU
constitution.
GPA of at least 2.0."
.J a m f o r w a r d i n g a
"Under the constitution we
. could not declare McLaughlin memorandum to the office of Dean
ineligible," said Daniels. "This McQuilkin this week notifying him
By Al Litowski
situation, unless coreected, brings of the situation," said Daniels.
ELECTIONS
up the danger that a student "Hopefully some action will be
Making the world safe for democracy-at least in the minds of about a
considered ineligible by the taken soon to correct the
dozen FTU mechanical engineering students--means making the air
SG executive elections which university could be legally put on problem."
breathable and the roads passable.
Although McLaughlin was
MEAS 491, a new course in the someone checking walls .to find began yesterday will continue the ballot by SG, could be legally
College of Engineering, is the room for just one more piece of through 4 p.m. today at the campus elected and certified for office, but declared eligible by the elections
Kiosk.
not receive his pay . from the commission he later withdrew from
classroom portion of the braking equipment.
to
meet
Students who wish to vote ip the university."
When
finished,
the
car
is
the race for personal reasons.
Mechanical Engineering and
Aerospace Science Club's MAX all the federal government elections for president and vice
standards for automobiles that president of the student body must
project.
Too often, said faculty advisor must be met in 1976 by the present their student ID's and be
Dr. Bruce Nimmo, people associate nation's auto manufacturers. Thus carrying a minimum of seven hours
the development of a. car with the is born the name for the seemingly this quarter to be eligible.
In the event of bad weather, the
glamour of auto ·racing. Actually, clandestine activities in the funny
yellow
garage-MAXimum
safety
polling
will be held in the
Nimmo explained, the project to
weightlifting room in the library.
develop a 1972 American Motors and pollution control.
Gremlin into a safe, clean urban
The National Science Foundation (NSF) has bestowed a $17,870 grant
vehicle is a time-consuming and
to a group of FTU biological science students to be used this summer in a
meticulous venture.
ten-week study of the pineland forest around the campus.
Nimmo instructs ~he dozen
The grant from NSF marks the
students in many aspects of auto
first time an FTU student-origi- and for further research by others
design, safety, emission standards
concerned with the subject in
FI'U streets now have names, even the streets that don't exist yet.
nated project has received positive Central Florida.
and fuel conversion. Early to rise,
Director of University Physical Planning Fed E. Clayton announced the response from a federal agency. \The
the engineering group meets at 8
One area will be set aside where
a.m. each Thursday for an hour of names of the street.s this week. Names have been selected not only for the University of Miami is the only a "controlled bum" under the
as
it
is
presently
but
also
other
Florida
university
to
be
campus
instruction.
supervision of the Florida Forestry
Monday afternoons, the workers for streets to be created 'according Andr~meda Drive will pass by the awarded such funds.
to the FTU master plan.
mar~1ed stud_ent and faculty
The student project director is Service will be used to determine
pledge an hour to a work-rap
the affect of fire on plant and
Pegasu' Drive is the entry and housmg area _m the northeast James E. Poppleton. Poppleton is a
session on the car's stage of
animal life. The rate of recovery
exit fro:n\ the campus,. beginning between _Aquanus_ ~nd Hercules, ~ege~ts' Sch<?lar and_ is listed in over the ten-week span will be
development.
and
endirig at Alafaya Trail and and leads mto Gem11?1.
' Who s ~o. 1? ~,mencan Colleges recorded.
"How are the brakes coming?,,
and 1:1mvers1ties. He wrote an
"Is it going to need more heat to looping in front of the Library (See Page 8 for diagram.)
ecological study of the Everglades
The information gathered will be
run on natural gas?" "What can we Building. Gemini Boulevard, which
region for the National referenced at the Florida
do to make more points in the will eventually encircle the entire
campus, currently cros8es in front
Conservation Foundation, and Environmental Information Center
safety categories'?"
spent a year analyzing pla..nt life in for use by commercial developers
These questions arise throughout of the Administration Building and
the Econlockhatchee River flood predicting possible ecological
the sessions as the group races leads to parking lots on either side.
Mercury and Apollo Circles are
plain under the auspices of the c o n s e q u e n c e s o f · p r i m e
toward a June deadline for
Orange County Audubon Society. development sites inpineland areas.
completing the vehicle's conversion. concentrically arranged around
~
The study will be an in-depth
It will be entered in the Urban what will be the hub of the
asses.5ment of the FTU campus
A steering committee under
university. Mercury is the center
Vehicle Design Competion in circle and will pass behind the
. -;;
while it is · still relatively Poppleton is presently drafting
Michigan, competing with tteams present Library Building and
undisturbed. Included will be a policy for the selections of students
from some 80 American colleges
DECALS NEEDED
cataloging of plants and animals in from FTU and elsewhere for the
between the Science Building and
and universities.
•t ·
·
· 1 ds d
fifteen-member group.
All vehicles on campus must pme an an a report on the effect
And, just as they have worked Au d1 onum. Apollo begins close to
The six members of the steering
long and hard over drawing boards, the current sidew~k near the have FTU decals, regardless of the of destruction by natural fires.
Poppleton explained the purpose .committee will also be members of
blackboards and conference tables, reflecting pond, circles the campus time at which student drivers
the group will have put in countless a_nd ends at the pond on the other attend classes or how many hours. of the stud~ as "a complete survey· the summer study group. All were
they take, Security Superintendent of the pmeland area of the involved in the year-long profile
hours in a tiny, yellow garage, now side.
Pegasus Drive, Aquarius Drive John Smith said. He added that campus." It will be the first study study of the Big Econlockhatchee
almost unnoticed on the old tent'
and Herc~les Driv~ will divide the declas are vital, especially for of ~his type to be conducted in the River. The FTU representatives are
theatre site.
Bruce Anderson, zoology; Connie
Lurking behind barred doors is a c~pus .mto thuds. Centaurus identification purposes, such as region.
The students are hoping to T. Ohlman, botany; Debbie Valin,
strange combination of men and Dnve, to the west, will lead to the notifying students who have left
machines. As a drill whirrs through Thea~er Auditorium between their car lights on. Decals may be prod1:1ce information that will biology; Bob Pohlad, botany; and
sheet metal to ready a platform Aquanus and Pegasus. Between purchased 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at contnbute to a long-range ~tudy of Bette Schardien, zoology. Lorrciine
that eventually will hold a Pegasus and Hercules is Libra Drive the security office in the library change on the campus. This would Brunk, a recent FTU graduate and
revolutionary fuel system, there is which connects the central plant t~ basement for $2 for the first vehicle su~sequently serve. as a reference teacher at Apopka High School, is
the synchronous "tap, tap, tap'~ of the central receiving warehouse. and $1 for each additional vehicle. pomt for conservatmn of resources the other member.

Engineering Students
Seeking 'Clean' Car

Campus

~Glances

Forest Study Funds
Approved By NSF

Canipus Street~ Receive ·
Space-Related Designations

Campus

GIan(eS
·

Vote Today... Kiosk. .. 9 a. m. - 4 p.m.... Bring ID's
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A Matier Of Opinion
Gabriel Yanni

We have elected a new Student Government. Do not cheer or
"skoal" your glasses yet. The semipolitical games are over: do not
simply accept the newly elected for what they stood up fo~ in past
achievements, or the smiling faces they bombarded you with the week
preceding their election. Wait, and let's see if they will keep their set
~tandards: Are they going to realize the trap that has closed up on them
masweet ivory tower? Shall they smile again when they see you and
resting behind their newly acquired title, shall they look you up,'you,
the ruled parasites they have to please for a year, and do small things
for, so therr names will gq down _in the annals of the university?
Did they run for the title and the pay primarily, or is it really out of
the "dedication" they so well proclaimed? Do they understand the
responsibility of a "student government" to represent the students,
keep them informed and achieve what is best fitted for our present day
student life? There is a lot to be done on this campus, and the label of
commuter college makes the task harder and at times unrewarding. The
list of grievances will be tremendous to put down. Above all, we should
ignore the university's motto "reach for the stars", and simply solve
our immediate problems. The Student Government should be more
involved with the students' life on campus; it should encourage
activities and promote others that would give the campus a meaning
other than a pathway to classes.
How many have complained of the cafeteria's food, a disgrace to the
worst cook, and yet how many have gone up to the Student
Government offices and demanded something to be done about it, and
have seen any result? We have been promised an investigation which, I
imagine, will take time, and meanwhile every bite swallowed there is a
closer step toward the laxative habit. What would it cost to talk to
whomever is responsible of the cafeteria food and, with the authority
entrusted in the Student Government, demand bette~ treatment of the
campus's already starched stomachs?
By now the water sprinklers must have learned some nasty Arabic
wot d.S .t givtt out curses every time I have to undergo the fancy
treatment of whomever turns them on at the most unreasonable times.
Again, the Student Government should demand that something be done
about it. The grass will not die if watered after 4 or 5 p.m. For once
let's walk to classes half sane before being driven fully insane by some
teachers.
Let's not be at the mercy of those we have elected and forget them
in their offices. Let's keep a· check on them and see that our demands
are taken care of. A suggestion box should be erected by the Student
Government and students should feel free to drop in any complaint or
request they feel is needed to upgrade the campus~ and let the Student
..deman..a.....,...· Another
Government show that ·it ~es by considerin""'the
6
step is to encourage students to attend the Student <3ovemment
meetings a~d _!!ave a forum of open expression and communication. We
all i:tlled out the teacher's evaluation, but never found out what
happened to it. I could go on for pages, but it would seem meaningless
now. I do not want to sound skeptical about the new Student
Government and their promises; .
..
.
En finale, we have tired of listening to words and windy talks. We
want to see s~me achiev~ll)ents and be treated responsibly by those we
elected. I believe we have the authority needed to bring about changes,
and we shotilt! u_se it.
J~.

_

Education Majors
Felt Incompetent

pertaining to the April 7 co!umn on coming year.
women.
You are aware, I am sure, that

Dear Editor:

I read with interest your article
of April 7 about the "Lebanese
girl" who will get married and have
servant.s. Also the statement: "Most
Lebanese families also have
servant.s. Or perhaps the servants
are not Lebanese, but visiting
~rtians whom you hire! What
aoout the inhabitants'. of villages,
the fellaheen? Are they riot hlso
Lebanese?
I think you have the same sort of
blindness once shown by a Peruvian
friend of mine. Many years ago I
first visited Israel, and in discussi~g
my impressions with my Peruvian
friend I commented that most
people in Israel did not have
telephones. His reply was that in
Peru "everybody has a telephone."
When I visited Peru some years
later, I found that there are fewer
telephones there than in Israel. The
difference is that in Israel,
"everybody" means something
different than it does in Peru. In
Peru, and I suppose in your
Lebanon, "everybody" is just a
small portion of thypopulation.
Speaking of Israel reminds me of
a column of yours some weeks ago
about "respect for the land" and
desecration of holy places 9y Aram
and Israelis. The enclosed letters
from the Jerusalem Post are
self-explanatory and show that the
so-called respect for the land has
not prevented deliberate
desecration of Jewish holy sites by
the Jordanians. Perhaps you have
another blind spot and do not
consider Jewish holy places as
really holy, and therefore
desecration of them is not really
important.

When industry seeks college
graduates to fill positions, they, in
theory' search for the best in their
fields. Why then do schools allow
uneducated incompetents to take
part .in; forming
the minds of young
-childreh?
·
Many education majors would do
well to leave the College of
Education. For if they were
involving only themselves in their
immoral quest for an easy college
degree, their crime would not be so
terribly immoral. But many of
these people fail to realize that
their incompetence
affect the
lives of many children. Too many
education majors volunteer that

will

0:::~E::f.:~
1iiffff
s.
UJn
UJ~t
£lltfor
~!~:ti~F.m~
·Bf k ·ng
C
011
J

arS
Not Quite Cricket
OC l

Dear Editor:
This is a note to the
photographer who took my picture
while I was standing behind my car
(which was blocked in, in the
temporary parking lot behind the
library), taking down the license
and decal numbers of the two cars
that had me blocked in. You only
have half the story ·-At about 1:15 p.m. my car was
blocked by a white Ford and a blue
Volkswagen. After you (the
photographer) left, I went to
Security. They were more than
pleasant. They gave me the names
of the people who bad me blocked
in. The VW owner was due out of
his last class at 2 p.m. (I had been
imished at 1 p.m.) With the VW
moved, I could get out. Well, I went
back to wait for him, now only to
move his car, but I a few choice
words for him. I got back to my car
- and there were three cars
blocking me!
Well, that sent me right back to
Security. They gave me his name
and the location of his 2 p.rn. class.
They suggested I go to his cJass and
ask him to ·move his car. This was
my intention. But first I wanted the
man in the VW to know exactly
how I felt about his conduct. So I
went back to my car to wait, and
about 2: 10 p.m. the VW owner
returned to his car. I asked him just
what gave him the right to block
someone else's car. You should

have heard his answer - "Other
people do it." Does this give him
the right, just because other people
do it?? Then he got in his car and
left without any kind of apology!
~en he left, I decided to try to
see if I could get out without
having to get one of the other two
car owners out of class. One fellow
was helping me, but with the soft
sand and all the maneuvering, I got
stuck in the sand. Then three others
came over to help. Thank heavens
for their muscle -- I did get out.
All I can say for those drivers
who insist on blocking people in is
that all their muscle must be
between their ears!
D. Colette Wright

(There must be another alternative
to this 0 blocking" problem. We
maintain that it should be a traffic
offense to park in a position that
blocks another car from getting
out These offenses should be taken
care of with a fine... Ed.)

BOULEYARD CLEANUP

they guess that "teaching dumb
little kids can't be too hard."
Whey does Florida Tech which
has the reputation of b;ing an
academically difficult school allow
this type of person to remair{ in the
College of Education? Perhaps the
answer lies in the fact that
education courses are, for the most
part, made too easy. I am positive
that these courses could be passed
by high school vocational students
if only they did the required busy
work. Copying information from
texts verbatim is neither creative,
stimulating or worthwhile. Why
then do some education courses
require little more than this? Why
can't learning theory and people
like Piaget, Bruner and Holt be
more deeply explored? Education
of potential educators should be
made challenging, demanding and
rewarding to the students. The
College of Education should
interview and test students before
allowing them to enter. In this way,
only more dedicated, intelligent
people would enter the field of
education.
Unless the College of Education
at Florida Tech strives for
excellence rather than mediocrity
from its students, too many
children will be the victims of
teachers who do not know how to
teach.

Florida Tech Boulevard will get a·
cleanup job tomorrow by 25
students in ENGR 488, "Man and
0
Environment."
The students will begin at s a.m.,
meeting in front of the
'I:'
Administration Building, FTU
The following is a letter to
Boulevard will be cleaned from Gabriel Yanni, author of the
Alfaya Trail to SR 436.
;,Matter of Op"nion" column,

0pznzon
• • C l Umn
Gets Resnonse

Dear Mr. Yanni:

Marshall Giller
Note: I appreciate your concern in·
writing me back. I value your
self-interpretation of my articles.
By the way, isn't the Jerusalem
P o s t s ti II pub Ii sh e d ; n
Israel?. ... G Y.

Father Nature
Expounds On SG
Dear Editor:
Oh, laugh. Laugh again; buckJe
up in fits of merriment.
Yes, as you can see, we are
having elections-I really think I
should have put the word in
quotation marks-- to see who will
run our $130,000 sandbox for the

we all have mothers--except the
bastard child known as Student
Government. And in that case, it
seems all the mothers are running
for parenthood.
In the past, this son of Mother
Nature's mother-in-law has always
held fa5t to the principle: "If you
don't vote, don't gripe."
Questi.ons arise now in my mirth
that have me wondering why I
S'hQuld not subm~t ·the
qualifications of · one ·. Bugs · the
Bunny as a "right on" write-in.
Elections yesterday and today
are a farce. Stick that in your
smoke and pipe it.
We have people with the gall to
run on their records of experience
in what we kindly refer to as our
Student Government. Who could
put themselves up for such public
ridicule? Student Government
officials have been as much a farce
for the last year as will be their
replacements.
'Tis time, prisoners of the
program, to show those who claim
t.o govern that the job is more than
(Continued on Page 3)
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Co/C Members Briefed On
Environmental Projects

FuTUre's Friday Girl I Spanish Lang.
·

-

Members of the Greater Orlando Chamber of Commerce visited campus
yesterday. In conjunction with Earth Week activities, they received an
update on contributions being made by FTU researchers.
The Chamber's 35-member
Environmental Resources
t
Committee is making a tour of
Oar
Orange County facilities. A look at
the new county landfill site, a joint
project in which FTU researchers
are involved, is included.
Fourteen students have been
by the Village Center
selected
The Chamber visitors toured
FTU's model sewage treatment board to be directors for
plant and an hour-long briefing on 1972-197'3.
FTU environmental research
The new VC board will be
projects by FTU faculty members Deborah Jones, a theatre major;
followed.
Stanley Hallock, pre-optometry; R.
Dr. Robert D. Kersten, dean of Scott Liang, business
the College of Engineering at FTU administration; Vernon Cramer,
and member of the Chamber communcatiori; James Knapp,
committee, said the campus visit psychology and secondary
was the first for many of the education; Steve Belding, pre-med;
Chamber members. He said, "This Karen Gay, general studies; Andy
served as an excellent Maynard, pre-law; Sheila Wright, '
opportuninity to tell our story to business education; Jerry Frey,
some of the area's top executives general studies, Craig Smith, general ·
who may not realize all the studies Robert Ryan, art; Susan
Trapp, sociology, and James Fierce,
university has done and is doing to :political_science.
better the environment."

B

d

n·tree OrS

Selected By VC

The

l st Century

WHAT WAS IT LIKE?

Dorm C Lounge 9PM
Each Tuesday Night
Sponsored By:Unlverslty Christian Students

ue--

Would you like to earn up to 15
quarter hours of ·credit for
undergraduate and graduate courses
in the art, history, theatre, language
and literature of Spain while living
and attending classes in the
400-year-old University of Oviedo
in Oviedo, Spain?
This first phase in Oviedo will be
followed by a second in the
Andalusian seaside town of
Alicante, which will contrast its
Mediterranean warmth with
Oveido's northern coolness.
This summer study program in
Spain will cover a period from June
28 to August 28 and will combine
formal classes with weekend
excursions. Participants will visit
Madrid's Palacio Real and Prado
, Museum; Toledo's El Escorial
, "' palace; the cities of Salamanca,
Burgos and Valladolid; the caves of
Altamira, and other famous
attractions.
Requirements for participation
include a minimum grade point
average of 2.5, evidence of good
health and maturity and written
permission of parents or guardians
for students under 21.
Cost of the program is $835 for
1
general costs, plus University of
Oviedo tuition and FTU tuition.
The last week a free period will l:!e
at the student's expense.
Deadline for application is May
THIS WEEK'S FuTUre Friday Girl is Chemistry Major 26. Further information and
Linda Solis - A pensive beauty caught by the camera of application forms may be obtained
from Dr. Armando Payas at the
Photographer Ike Spinos, and framed by the equally foreign languages department in the
beautiful natural surroundings of the FTU campus.
Administration Building.

CHURCH ~.

A Discussion

·ENNY

Hwy. 501 Union Park,
10 min. nom FTU

~tttrs

~~y
ONLY $1.00 BUYS ALL TIDS~

a way to receive free tuition. The
job of goveming is one that calls for
the unselfish to be self'ish in behalf
ESDA
Hamburger with lettuce and tomato, French Fries, Salad, of those who entrust the j~b to
d8
them.
an
eer
For God's sake--or Willy
WED NE SD A Y Grilled Oteese with Bacon, Macaroni Salad, Coleslaw, Winkl e's, anyway-give us a
Beer
candidate, not canned idiots.
Your pop suggests you vote in
THUR SD A Y Ham Sandwich, Poato Salad, Otips and Beer
the referendum and leave the
stinking mess to those who made it.
Don't vote.
f R'DAY
Oteeseburger with lettuce and tomato, Coleslaw, Otips

M 0 ND A Y

ru

Summ.er Tour
Announced

B LT • Potato Salad, Otips and Beer

y

0

and

and Beer

Father Nature

Veterans Call SG
'Stagnant Clique'
Dear Editor:

CANDLES FOR ALL OCCASIONS'
Beautiful Gift Items For Mother's Day.
FEATURING THE "VICTORIAN ROSE" SCENTED CANDLE
IN FIVE COLORS, BOXED FOR MAILING.

ALL MATERIALS FOR CANDLE MAKING.
A must is our "COQUINA SANDCAST" candle. ·
PLEASE FEEL FREE TO COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.

1

I•------------..
Penny Pub
64 oz. of Beer - $1.00

..... '
' :
(Co_n tinued from Page 2) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

with what apparently is a stagnant,
bureaucratic student government
system.
For example, we have found
there is a tremendous lack of
communication within the system
itself.
The acceptable procedures for
recognition of organizations have
changed no less than thlee times
since we began our efforts. Not
surprisingly, the senators in Student
Government were not even
cognizant of thes e changes. Even
le~ surprisingly, we were not even
extended the simply courtesy of a
memo to the effect that our
application would have to be
.changed.

I

The Student Veterans
I Association has actively been
seeking recognition as a legitmate
campus organization since the end
of February.
In our efforts in this direction
Iwe have found ourselves dealinl!

Wo·UUtt Ehitnr

We have been told, by certain
members of the esteemed senate,
that they felt the experience of
''serving" in the Student
Government was a "learning
experience." If, in fact, these
people are capable of learning, the
senate is obviously not the proper
institution in which to pursue that
end. There are, in spite of Student
Government's total lack of concern,
numerous persons without Greek
letters stamped on their bodies who
demand that their interests be
represented also.
We have become convinced. in

our dealings with the Student
Government, that the student
system of representation has
degenerated into a stagnant clique.
It must be chan~ed. Now! -

.-

-

The Student ·: V·eterans
.Association recognized the fact that
with a potential menU>~hi.,.ioL
1,700 we represent ..-a 1i~ndoliS-
threat to those -in · Student
Govemment who are t~ere for their
own ends.
h'aveE v e ~ t h 0 u g h · . V.: ed f nd
systemat1~y been dem~ . u s,
school facibt1es and recognition, we
will_ continue our effo~ to .become
a viable campus org~atio~. We
will eventually succeed m spite of
an elitist Student Government.
Perhaps with 1,700 votes we can
shock our " ·esteemed" and
"learned" leaders into some
semblance of action.
Ron Sisson, president
Bob Van Hom, vice president
Paul Jenkins, executive council
Allan M. Crouse, member

(Today's election of executive
officers could provide an adequate
means of reaching the desired
end... Ed)

You can't. beat a European bicycle·
so why not own one

TEN SPEED DRIVE
18 Minuteman Causeway
CocoaBeach 783-1196

of Cocoa Beach

A shop specialing in lightweight, quality, IO-speeds
from France, Italy and England. Repairs at fair prices ..

Introducing the new BIANCID
, from Italy at a low, low, price!
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CBS's Kalb Saw Progress, Restraint In China
Bernard Kalb described China as
an enormous country, basically
agricultural, where the millions of
people now have a variety of food,
but no variety of thought. "The
Peking we saw was not that of the
$35 picture albums, but one of
villages held together by portraits
and quotes of Mao Tse-tung."
Speaking to FTU students
Tuesday, April 18, on the Village
Center Green, the CBS newsman
also said that present conditions for
the people are far better than
before the revolution. "They now
have a future." Kalb said Mao
almost singlehandedly drew China
into the 20th century.
President Richard Nixon's trip,
which Kalb helped to cover, did not
evolve exclusively from the table
tennis team journey. Earlier
restrictions were lifted to U.S.
travelers, · and formal protests
against the United States lessened.
Kalb pointed out that silence from
China is a good sign, since it
represents no objection.
~----,

1campus Glances!
SP ACE ODYSSEY
"2001: A Space Odyssey" is
being presented by the Village
Center Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday April 26, 28 and 29, at
8:30 p.m. in the Engineering
Auditorium. Admission is 50 cents.

Through the accommodations
given the President, the allowance
of the largest press corps ii) China
and the meetings with both Chou
En-lai and Mao Tse-tung, the

involvement with Taiwan and that Chinese officials say about China
the People's Republic of not wanting to become a "super
China-Taiwan difficulty would be a power" on the same level as the
problem to be resolved by the United States and the Soviet Union,
Chinese peoples.
Kalb said that China does not want
The people seen by newsmen in a role as a heavily industrial
China were usually handpicked. country, but would like to see itself
There was a great emphasis on work as a leader of the "third world"
and the recreation of a devastated nations in the middle, near and far
·
country, expressed in severe dress East.
and hair fashions. Kalb quoted one . - - - - - - - - - - - -....
diplomat who said that behind the
blue cloth of the unisex garments
the hearts of the people were 80
per cent Chinese and 20 per cent
Communist. Later Kalb said that
although the broadcasts had
emphasized the ceremony of Nixon
KENNETHl.GRUSHKA
and the Chinese officials, he felt
& ASSOCIATES
that the scenes of the common
people sweeping snow and riding
bicycles were what made the
THE STATE LIFE
expensive trip worth the effort.
INSURANCE CO.
Sino-Soviet tension is seen, Kalb
said, not only in the encouragement
3191 McGuire
of U.S.-China relations, but also in
Orlando. Florida Suite 150
individual acts. A Westerner
approached a newsman, asked him
Phone 894 - 03 71
how he liked Peking, and after
receiving positive reaction to the
Chinese city, the questioner asked,
"Have you seen Moscow?"
Campus Representatives are:
Kalb said that, in spite of the
Danny Odom 671 -1379
feeling that the newsmen were
and
seeing "showcases" while covering
Jeny Brown 678- 0194
their assignments, the American
press were given full freedom to
print or broadcast.
-------------------------When asked if it is true what
Chinese put Nixon diplomatically
on the defensive. This may have
resulted in the carefully-worded
message in the communique which
told of the lessening of U.S.

II
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Theatre Enhances 0 'Casey Play
By Use Of Naturalistic Setting

PRESENTING THE FABULOUS

SILE~T

MAJORITY

By Mary Anna Jackson

Construction seems to be one of
the watchwords on campus
recently, and even the theatre
department is getting into the act.
Not that they're building another
theatre facility; rather they're using
the stage in the newly-renovated
Science Auditorium to construct an
Irish tenement room.

what was once an old, large,
single-family dwelling. Mays said
traces of the room's former
grandeur will be visible in various
ways, as on the molding and ceiling.

Mays said the effectiveness of
the play comes in part from the
naturalness of the setting, and this
act is the most complicated yet
The room will provide the attempted by the department.
setting for the department's
He- termed "Juno and the
production, on May 4, 5 and 6, of
Sean O'Casey's "Juno and the Paycock" "a daring piece of work,"
Paycock." Dr. David Mays, director saying that in it O'Casey has broken
of the play, said the set for "Juno' nearly every law of writing. To
will be a: naturalistic one since the support his comment, Mays cited
the frequent juxtapostion of highly
play itself is naturalistic.
emotional, pathetic scenes with
He explained naturalism in raucously humorous ones.
theatre differs from realism in that
Mays1said he does not know how
the naturalistic set uses actual
objects as properties, not substitute the audience will react to "Juno,"
but he said he expected either
material.
overwhelming enthusiasm or total
. Jim Fay, set designer, has boredom. "It's not a halfway play,"
planned to present the tenement
he added. Although the play
room as a converted apartment in
contains a great deal about human
suffering, he said it is not a sad play
because of its humor.

VC Offering
Mark Twain
Production

urged to make reservations in
advance by calling 275-2600.
Curtain will be 8: 30 p.m., and
admission is free to FTU persons
upon presentation of IDs.

...

-----------------TAPES USA

WEDNESDAY
LADIES
NIGHT

8 Track Tapes $3.99
422-4521

TAPES US A
FREE TAPE
with any cartridge case
Buy 12 Tapes
Get One FREE

TAPES USA

ENTERT Alt"MENT
SlJBSIDY PROGRAM

The cast of "Juno and the
5698 S. Orange Blsm. Tri.
Paycock" includes Cheryl
Caroncino as Juno; Richard Wagner
Listen Before You Buy
as her husband "Captain" Boyle;
Donna Mealey and Rick La Veile as
HOURS: 10 to 10 Daily
Florida State Theatres: Tickets 75
their
children Mary and Johnny,
Saturday IO to 10
The great American author and
Sunday 10 to 6
humorist Mark Twain will come to and Doug Emerson as the Captain's
life again Monday, May 8, at 8:30 parasitic friend, Joxer Daly.
Call 859-0590
p.m. in the Science Auditorium,Students, staff and faculty
through the efforts of the Village members who plan to attend the
Master Charge
production May 4, 5 and 6 are . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...
Center and John Chappell.

SAVE BILLS

~hn C~w~, w~ oonti~~~CE-m~~AL~F~L~OR~l~D~A'~S~~~~~~~~~~~~
the program · begun by Hal
Holbrook, portrays Samuel
Clemens in "Mark Twain Tonight!"
newest and friendliest college lounge
During this program, Chappell
creates the illusion of the humorist
actually on stage and lecturing
again in a lively dramatic theatrical
production.
Tickets will be available soon in
Dance To
Thru April 15
the Village Center, and students
should pick up these free tickets
before May 1. Remaining tickets
will be released to the public then.
Program director Wanda Russell
~~~~;i~pril 11
said the VC is expecting a full
house for the presentation.
Tu•ays-Free Hi11hb1H1 to Udies
(9 P. M. to 2 A. M.)

I PostT•i.mmgef
FREE

¢

WOMETCO Theatres: Park East and Park West

RIDE

HORIZON

Penny Pub
64 oz. of Beer- $1.00

11-92 at Da1 Track r•., L•11111• <Loe* tor 111e o~ Tnick Sign)

"Nicholas and Alexandra"
SPECIAL RESERVED TICKETS

TICKETS AVAILABLE IN SG OFFICE
LR 209
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'Red Hot Lovers' Bubbles Away

!!'Historic Moments'

By Lea Ward

Neil Simon's "Last of the Red
Hot lovers" is now bubbling away
at Sebastian's Dinner Theatre on
South Orange Blossom Trail.
. The combination of intimate
atmos~~ere, good food and sharp
and b1tmg comedy combine for a
pleasant evening.
The closely-packed room lends
itself to the melding of strangers
into the cohesive social
phenomenom - an audience. The
surprise is that the service can be so
good when there is so little room to
move about. The room is well
planned, and there does not seem
to be a bad seat in the house.
Sebastian's production features a
very small, simple set in the totally
realistic style and a. cast who all
tu.med incredible performances.
The most believable character
was done by Connie Foster, who
played Jeannette - the last of
Barney Cashman's attempted
seductions. Barney, played by
William Dunnagan, became truly
believable in this third act. The
team worked well together, and it
was a pleasure to watch them.
The first two acts concentrate on
Barney's first . and second attempts
to have an extramarital affair.

played by Peggy Dunnagan (wife of
star William Dunnagan). Elaine is a
lady who has been around and
represents the woman who is
looking for some way out of the
sex object servant
role of
most women. Unfortunately Mrs·
Dunnagan never reac h es the true
depth of the character and Elaine
beco
t
h . d .
heart mes a oug -voice ! uon
·a ed,d unl~v;.ly m~tnteq~mt. Thhe
P ee a~ vtana ion alw.n den m o t e
ac t are JUS
. never
. re 1ze .
Bobbie Michelle - ding-a-ling,
squeaky voiced ancient child of the
generation gap-is made believable if
not really appealing by Debbie
Russell. Miss Russell looks the part
and seems very at home in the
action. The only real distraction is
her strident voice which becomes
al~ost pain.ful to hear after a
mmute. It is fun to see Barney
come alive under her innane
assualts till the act ·ends with a
feeble cry for help- the quavering
tones of "What the World Needs
Now is Love" sung by two
pot-stoned almost lovers.

In the thi~d act Jeannette begins
as the most depressed woman in the
world, desperately seeking
something to care about. Her
The first prospect is Eliline, desperation somehow gets Barney

By Fran Elliot

to thinking, and he discovers that
there really are kind, gentle, decent
people not only in the world, but
among his own acquaintances and
he concludes the play by calling his
wife to share his love nest.
.
.
Simon's
talent really shmes
when
.
.
.
he is ~akmg b~tter comment~ about
our mhumamty and makmg us
laugh at the unfunny. His art has
mellowed through the long string of
comedies Now the plays are based
more on · every man's struggle to
maintain sanity and even, perhaps,
a few shreds of dignity. No longer
do we see the frivolous characters
of "Barefoot in the Park" and "Star
Spangled Girl." Now we meet
people who are funny only because
they are grappling with the same
insanities we are.

If one appreciates being able to
sit in on a dramatized moment of
history and appreciates the
interplay of two strong willed
individuals fighting one another
· t eII ectu a nY, emot·ion all y and even ·
m
phy · all th
"Ma
Q
f
sic,, Y, en
ry, ue~n o
Scots, now at the Park East, IS the
movie of the month. However, if
one must have constant excitement
for an adventure into the past, then
"Ma
. ry, Queen o f scots " can be
dIScounted.
Queen Elizabeth of England
plans an intricate plot to wed Mary
Stuart with a man she knows will
cause problems for Mary and her
Scotland. Elizabeth realizes
thatMary's downfall will come from
the fact that while Elizabeth is
"first a monarch,'' Mary is "first a
woman"----and therein lies her
weakness.
J0 h K
f
t0 M
·
""
n nox re ers
3;,Y as 1!1
1
.nfamous royal wh?~·
RESIDENT ADVISORS
~hIS
APPLICATIONS
might be debatable ?ut it is obVJous
Students interested in applying · ~h'!t s~h rules (a~d is rul~)t:y 'dher
for resident advisor positions for e · e even angs on
e 1 ea
the 1972-73 academic year should that while she lives, t~ere's hope. A
pick up an application from dream. of course, f~r m the end she
Re s i d e n t A d vi s 0 rs Ly n n was alive for years m the Tower of
Schoeneberg or Steve Stein.
Lon~on, but not much hope
The applications must be in by remained.
today and should be turned in at
It becomes apparent as time goes
AD 265.
by that it's Mary's death or

Acti~ity

81.UE DENIM
AND
PASTELS

IN SIZES 1-J-S-7-9

SIZE S-7-9 SHOPS
COLONIAL PLAZA MALL
*the brand name

!JiM•I• ®

denotes apparel

.

WuJ~~~.NIEtt !Httt
CAMPING & CANOE CENTER

Calendar

I

3600
luesday, April 25

FuTUre Readers
Are

East-Central FJorida.s Equipment & Supply HeadquarteJ"S
CAMPERS - HIKERS·· CAN0$f STS
We specialize in outfitting Hikers. Backpackets and Cyclists
o Backpacks by Geny, Kelty and Camp Trails
o Rucksacks by LaFt,ima arid Millet
o Tyrolean "Waffic-Stomper.. Hiking Boots
o Wigwam hilting socks and knit caps
o Lightweight down sleeping bags
o Freeze-dried Tr.ill Foods - Wide selection
o Rain !lllits and ponchos
o Lightweight Nylon and Poplin tents
o Lanterns, stoves and cookware
o Books on camping, hiking and nature study
o Camping kl)ives.; saws and axes
o Canoes by Old Town, Grumman, Seminole.
o Kayaks by Hans Klepper and Old Town
(305) 632-3070
1426 LA.KE DRIVE COCOA
Tues. thru Sat. 9: 30 to S: 30- Thurs. Eve. tiD 8: 30
Closed Sun. & Mon.

Basically the screenplay follows
that was probably the true
historical events of the two women,
emphasizing the comparison of the
two on a human level, except that
it shows Elizabeth and Mary
actually meeting one another---an
untrue, though dramatic, depiction.
If one finds intrigue in the lives of
these two "queens off history,"
then the movie can be fascinating.

Sunday, April 23

manufactured only by H-K Corporation, Atlanta, Ga.

THE

In this particular version of Mary
vs Elizabeth, Vanessa Redgrave and
Glenda Jackson play their
respective roles beautifully as does
Nigel Davenport as the· earnest Lord
Bothwell, third husband of Mary.
The costumes are almost overly
exquisite. Facial make-up is heavily
used in order to appeal as if there is
none used and ~t is interesting to
notice that the exteriors of the
castles appear huge, but one inside,
the rooms are surprisingly tiny.

YOUNG DEMOCRATS:
Meeting 11 a.m. LR 212.
YOUNG REPUBLICANS:
KAPPA SIGMA:
lNTERVIEW:
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 240.
Meeting, 7 p.m., LR 240.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB:
m~rnando County Teaching
Meeting, 11 a.m., AD 145.
positions, Placement DELTA TAU DELTA:
Speaker: Dr. Thomas, ."The
Center.
Meeting, 7 :30 p.m., LR
Effect
of Televised Violence
239.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
on the Aggressiveness of
ELECTIONS:
Young Children."
President, vice president Monday, April 24 VETERANS:
Meeting, 11 a.m., AD 111.
and referendums, 9 a.m. to
t-------------'PEGASUS PILOTS:
4 p.m., Kiosk.
Meeting, 11 a.m., Eng 418.
WITHDRAWAL:
OLD FLICKS:
ACCOUNTING
CLUB:
Last day to withdra~
Meeting,
11
a.m.,
GCB 216;
"Duck Soup", "Way Out
without penalty; last day
of
officers
.. ,
Nomination
West," 8:30 p.m.,
for removing temporary
SORORAS:
.
Engineering Auditorium.
student status.
Meeting, 5 p.m., LR 233.
11------~----~~GOLF:
AYN RAND DISCUSSION
Entry dealines for men's GROUP:
Saturday, April 22 and women's golf, Physical Meeting, 5 p.m., LR 211.
Education building.
CHESS CLUB:
Meeting, 7 p.m., Eng 202. ·
0RCHESTRA:
CONFERENCE:
F TU Orchestra practice,
SAE Province, 9 a.m., to 4
6:30 p.m., Multi Purpose...,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
p.m., GCB 103, 104, 110,
Room.
Wednesday,
_1_1_3,_1_1_4_,_11_6_.----.:.LAMBDA CHI ALPHA:
Apri 26
r
6:30 p.~., Eng 121.

Today, April 21

SUPER LO JEANS

Elizabeth's and that Elizabeth
deeply believes that Mary's death
threatens her. But Elizabeth
"reigned with the power of a man,"
so strongly that even against her
better judgment she is forced to
behead Mary, saying clearly to
Mary, "If your head had matched
your heart, I would be the one
awaiting death."

Over 21.

LATIER DAY SAINTS:
Meeting, 11 a.m., SC 115.

SOCIOLOGY CLUB:
ZETA ~AU ALPHA:
Meeting 11 a.m., Eng 103.
Meeting, 6 .p.m., LR 211.
Speaker: Lois Green, FTU TAU KAPPA EPSILON:
professor, on "Concept of
Death."
Meeting, 7 p.m., Eng 359.
DELTA SIGMA PI:
Meetfugs, 11 a.m.; .Pledges:
LR 239; Chapter, LR 233. Thursday, Apri·I 2·7
CHI PHI DELTA:
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 210.
LATTER DAy SAINTS:
DEADLINE:
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 211.
ICHTHUS:
Entries for Village Center
Meeting, 11 a.m., Eng 202.
Arts and Crafts sales, VC
office.
24 HOURS.- 7 DAYS A WEEK
.
SGSENATE:
I

I

OVIEDO CHILO CARE Meeting 4 p.m. GCB 115.
& KINDERGARTEN ' CHEMIST~Y CLU~:
3 & 4 year-old kindergarten
1 acre fenced playground
hot lunches
PHONE 365-5023

387 W. Broadway, OVIEDO

Meeting, 4 p.m., SC 115.
I\ · 11 m Pu !,
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I Schunck Practices What He Preaches I

Netters Thump
Tampa, Raise
Record To 8-6

*

By Mike Crites

At Tampa University Saturday player in the meet, whipped Stan
the FTU tennis Knights ripped the Borawski, 6-4 and 6-3. McGrath is
Spartans for the second time this undefeated after four matches.
season. The 9-0 win boosted FTU's
Due to sickness, Jim Kelahar was
record to 8-6.
playing in the sixth starting
It was the third consecutive position. Usually at number three,
victory for the Knights. FTU Kelahar advanced his '72 record to
defeated Tampa earlier . in the 8-5 with an easy victory over Bruce
season on their home court.
Krepley. The sets were six-love and
Coach Alexander Wood six-love.
co m m en t e d o n Tam Pa's
The doubles competition was
performance: "They were ready to inconsequential, but seriously
play - They showed spirit and contested by both teams. FTU held
competition."
a 6-0 margin at the .end of the
Mike DeZeeuw, FTU's top singles.
Dezeeuw and Linton downed
player, . won the first set over Peter
Ericson by 6-2. Ericson put up a the Spartan team of Ericson and
strong bid to take the match to the Hess, 6-2 and 6-0. Knights Kelahar
third set, before losing 7-5. and Herring scored a 6-3, 6-2
DeZeeuw now holds a 10-3 record triumph over Brandon and Whyte.
on the season.
Bruce Broussard and Howard were
Craig Linton beat Tampa's successful against UT's Borawski
second player Phil Hess with sets of and Krepley, with sets of 6-2 and
7-5 and 6-1. It was Linton's eighth 6-0.
At the Masters Tennis
victory of the year against five
defeats.
Tournament in St. Petersburg last
On consecutive sets of 6-1 week, Dr. Wood was among the
Ch~lie Herring, playing in the third final sixteen players. He lost to
position, won over Spartan Mike Peter Wurbash the top-seeded
Brandon. Herring moved his season player in the tournament. Dezeeuw
record to 8-6.
lost to Tom · Levey, a Wisconsin
Tech's Neil Howard trounced J. tennis pro, in the first round.
D. Whyte on sets of 6-1 and 6-0 in
Wurbash won the first set 6-4,
the number four competition. and Wood won the second set 6-3.
Howard is leading the squad with a Wurbash, a member ·of the
9-1 record.
Canadian Davis Cup team, edged
Bill McGrath, FTU's number five Wood on the final set by a score of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - 7-5. C. Ritchie Gunter defeated
Wurbash in the fmal match.
FTU challenged the Rollins
College Tars on their- home court
Wednesday. Results were not
available at press time.
_ , 1111•:••1111•111...11....,n.11m
rr
In preparing for the Rollins
Qf
match, Dr. Wood said: "It looks
like we're hustling, and getting
- - - - - - - - - - - - - • r e a d y . " Wood indicated that
Unfurnished 2-bedroorn duplexes.
Fully carpeted and draped. 4 mile! Monday's practice was the most
· ~
n·gorous of the season.
f rom FT U tn Oviedo. $150 per
month. For information, call
"There is no sign of anyone
3.65:3721. ..
quitting,'; Wood said in discussing
~, , " .
Rollins' stature as possib)y the top
J, 11~~s:tr.Q9,lll hc;>use, partly furnished, small college team m· the nati"on.
2 • mnes from FTU on Hiway 50.
Also have room to rent for the "They are as mentally ready as
summer. Call 273-2212 after 6 p.m. possible. We are looking forward to
fllllllllllllll111111111111M11H1111111••""1t11lflllllllllllll the match from the point of
experience.,,
-·
·
John Loman Rollins College
11111a111nm1111111111111111J11111t11u11111111111111111:ammamt111tlltltft~ ace, was described by Wood as
Mercury Cougar - '68-owner All-American caliber. "Rollins is
decease~, standard shift, V-8, air, well-balanced and tough."
fl~ radio, excellent cond., 56,000
m1.-Make offer. 831-8886.
'66 Triumph Spitfire - Good cond.
~aiF~~tj! '6sB.iano, upright grand.
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1969 Bridgestone cycle 100 cc
TMX recently rebuilt-$150. Call
after 6 p.m. weekdays, all day Sat.
or Sun. 838-4341.
WANTA HAVE A HORSE?
We have two ideal places where you
can!!
RYLAND REALTY
365-3716

Whether lunging with one fluid,
catlike motion to meet an
approaching ball or busily working
with. an individual in a private
lesson, Fritz Schunck is equally
well suited on the tennis court. For
him, tennis is more than a game; it
is a way of life.
And for this young pro, leading
such a life has had many gratifying
rewards, including a number two
rating nationally among teaching
professionals.
Through tennis he was able to
attend Rice University in Texas and
play on a team which ranked
second in the country. While there
he played above Zan Gueny, who
currently is ranked 14th in the
nation. Another benefit has been
the chance to traveJ throu.g hout
the world and meet a cross section
of people from different
backgrounds, while playing in
tournaments. .Because of this, it is
little wonder that Chris Schunck
considers this to be a rewarding
profession which provides a great
sense of personal satisfaction.
Presently, he is playing in state
tournaments which feature the best
competition Florida has to offer.
Beginning this summer, he plans to
tour the national tennis circuit and
play in such tournaments as the
National Clay Court Championship
which offers $50,000 in prizE
money. Besides gaining a share o1
the wealth, he hopes to obtain '
national men's ranking and thereb~
furUier his tennis career.
Two weeks ago, FTU's number
one player, Mike DeZeeuw, had an
opportunity to play Schunck in a
tournament match. Asked about
the Orlando-based pro, DeZeeuw
replied, "With that serve of his, he
keeps you guessing. It's hard to
• dge."
JU
Schunck himself admits that his
most potent offensive weapon is his
serve. Regarding it he says, "Left
handers have a definite advantage in
tennis."
a tricky spin serve, he
rBesides
h
re_ies eavily on a po~erf~l top
spm forehand. In analyzmg hIS own
game, he contends that he do~s
have a weakness. He re.els that hIS
b kha d
ac
n return of service lacks the
degree of perfection found in his
other strokes.
.
As fo~ those who have JU~ taken
up tenms, Schunck admits that
t~ey are like1y to ~ncounter some
difficulty because, the concept of
hitting a tennis ball is different
from anything else. In tennis you're
not looking for power, you're
looking for control."
n is ror this reason .that he

-~

L•. ........

In an ear1y photo of Fritz Schunck, he disp1ays near-classic form as
he backhands the ball over the net. (Orlando Sentinel photo)
stresses keeping a firm wrist to
avoid overhitting the ball. He feels
beginners should take lessons either
privately or in a group so that they
can learn the proper execution of
the strokes.
"It's a running game," Schunck
emphasizes.
He lists footwork as a basic
necessity for learning to play. It
allows the player to get int.o
position and utilize his body weight
by hitting the ball in front of him.
As for improving one's present
level, he stresses that "the
difference between a mediocre
player and a good player is the
grooving of the strokes. A good
player should be able to hit the
same shot all the time."
After watching Fritz Schunck
play, it is clear that he has spent

Permanent part-time inventory
auditors. Sunday and evenings only.
Contact· John Parkinson RGIS
Inventory Specialists. 894-6917.
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Term papers typed, xeroxed
copying, resumes. C. I. Secretarial
Service 333 Park Ave. N. (Procter
Center) Winter Park. _644-"5654 9
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of the
Underwater World
in Your Own Home!

Expl
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QUARIUM
~~FE,
INC.

Want to Save?
Wigs
Furs
Tires
Batteries
Auto Repairs
Tape Decks
Prescriptions
Cameras
Furniture

30%
25%
40%
35%
15%
50%
10%
20%
25%

Sewing Machines
Color TV
Carpets
Musical Instruments
Refrigerators
Brakes
Diamonds
Watches & Jewlery

30%
10%
50%
15%
10%
10%
20%
10%

Atlantic and Pacitic
Marine Fishes
Fresh Water Fishes Too ...
With A Complete Line Of Supplies
For The Beginner
To The Advanced Hobbyist.

1Hllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllbbllblllllbbllllllhlllll
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many long hours of practice
working towards grooving his own
strokes. AJso, it is evident" that
enthusiasm and dedication coupled
with a keen desire to . excel have
helped tum a lifetime sport into a
rewarding profession.

FTU Students & Faculty

For sale. One used Fischer ·65 watt
amp. $ 79.50. Action Music System
423-3810 after . 2 p.m. Wed.-Sat.
Used Craig floor mount $44.50.
For sale. Compact component set
AM-FM stereo with Garrard
turntable and 8-track tape deck
$209.50. (Available without deck)
Terms to · students under 21.
Discount with l.D. Action Music
System 1039 N. Orange after 2
p.m.

t*

By Bill McGrath

RliCOLLMT Tll~ llEAUTY OF PROUSTIAN lltROINl:S

nm

Participating merchants (over 800) in your area are offering
these discounts to KIB card holders. Regularly $25 per
year, to college students $20.
Wray Putney
KIB Manager
3311 2nd Ave.
MimS; FL 3-2754·

IN
FRAGI Lb WltlTE DRl:.SS: 'flkittf, nin1cmpunry
''"r'll"l' nn ,,,t"rythintt from 1hc N .. w \h,1'k: Citl-lt" tn lhC' r:1pltl rnru;n
o;uhJ«t. I he foJ.iy Wort1an lc-.1h lt:...k .... :arJ, (U1ly for (11\ftion lit

Saturdays 1011111 to &Pm
Sundays Noll! to 4pm

Please enroll me as a KIB card holder
at the special of $18.50. I will
receive a savings directory and KIB
card, good for 1 year.

Closed Monday
Tuesday thru Friday Noon to 8P111

Name _______________________ ...,.1
Address ______________________ __..

S. S. No·--------------~-------..a•

.a..rnL..l.4...o.....a:l.....Ml.o.ru~lE.ti~--~_JL_~~~

2335 Aloma Ave., Winter PO

671-2018

1pin1iun. l'ihc (jnJ, 1h< dd11h1 "' JcliJ:hh in Vuunic ln nuu~n~·
•
uu1~rv~y n•m•nn( ~ for Wffllt1C'f. l'urc ptldl")' 1n
poly"""rc-rhn1wn 1h.it p1 ln ,w1~do1> w11h cydoh fri~ lonc lJM.
Dy /\rpq~ In WC' J IU I J,
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Mark Denno
Strengthens
Mound Corps

TKE ON TOP
IN SOFTBAii

Pelikan Graphos
Drawing Ink
Fountain

Pen

and
Nib

Assortment
$9.00

Ink flows uniformly, gives wellcovered, sharply defined lines.
Ink flow can be varied by changing
feed. Set comes in pocket case
with snap-on lid. Contains 1
Graphos Pen, 1 black ink
cartridge, and 6 assorted Graphos
steel nibs.

In men's Intramural softball
Iaction this week, TKE defeated
TEP 12-2, TEK edged faculty staff
14-13, Marauders whipped Naturals
24-11 and "23" took advantage of
the ten-run rule to defeat GDI 15-5.
,The Bombers shutout AEP 10-0,
LXA slipped by SSX 16-11 while
XP handed PKA their second defeat
by a score of 11-6.

By Fred Cay
When Mark Denno came to FTU
as a freshman two years ago, the
baseball club-team was looking for
someone--anyone capable of
pitching.
So Denno, a second-baseman in
high school with limited experience
Monday, April 24 is the deadline
on the mound, became a pitcher for
,t he Goldsox. Now a junior, he is
for all entries for the intramural
coed golf tournament. The
pitching against teams that are
tournament will be held at Land
among the nation's best such as
O'Lakes Country Club in'
acksonville and Harvard - not bad
Casselberry and is scheduled for
or a guy who never intended to
, Saturday April 29. Tee-off time isl
lay college ball in the first place.
between 7 and 9 a.m. and there will .
Mark was academically inspired
be a $1.50 fee for all participants.
• to attend FTU and only joined the
" baseball squad at the urging of
,
."
. , fraternity brother Tim Gillis, also a
Students who have complained
about FTU's pool hours will be
,., ~
, ; - )' ~,
~•.f<;~ three-year performer for the team.
"' ·
The Daytona Beach Mainland
pleased to know that new pool •
,,#'
. product doesn't have ideal size for a
hours have been set up. The houis I
· ,,,.
pitcher. At only 5-8 and 160 lbs. he
are: Monday 12-3 p.m.; Tuesday
A high arc is applied ro the ball by the Kappa Sigma pitcher in recent
isn't overpowering and often tires
12-6; Wednesday 12-3 p.m. and 6-8
in the late innings. However, he has
p.m.; Thuisday 12-6 p.m., Friday intzamural softball action against TKE. His pitches were not effective
developed a good curve and better
12-3p.m., Saturday 1-5 p.m. and enough. TKE rolled to an e~ victory and is undefeated in play so far.
(Photo by Ike Spinos)
'
control since hurling for the
Sunday 1-5 p.m.
Goldsox, crediting recently resigned
coach Jack Pantelias for the
improvement.
"He taught me to bring my ann
forward sooner on the delivery,
improving my control," stated the
20-year-old righthander. ·Pantelias
would constantly remind Mark ?to
By Larry McCorkle
FTU kept its perfect record co-coach Tim Gillis singled home Field, followed by a Monday make the adjustment until it
intact against Florida Bible by Kent Meadows with the winning encounter against Rollins at Harper became habit.
"I was really sorry to see Coach
sweeping a weekend series from the run in the last inning. Meadows had Shepard in Winter Park at 3:30
Pantelias quit," Denno added. "I
visitors from Miami.
singled and advanced to second on p.m.
think he really deserves first shot at
In the fiist game last Friday, Spillman's sacrifice bunt.
the job next year."
FTU needed a two-run triple from Auburndale's McCarty once again
By his own estimation, the
pitcher Bill Larsen to seal a 6-4 launched a homerun as did former
dark-haired junior is a better reliver
victory. Florida Bible scored two Boone product Rick Dawkins.
than starter. Realizing his
FTU has won nine games against
runs off Larsen's wildness in the
limitations he feels that he is more
first and second innings, but the no losses over Florida Bible the past
effective if he only· has fo go a few
lanky, righthander from Valencia· two seasons.
innings at a time, rather than having
via Bishop Moore settled down to
FTU dropped a 8-3 decision to
to pace himself.
shut out Florida Bible the Bethune-Cookman to lower their
Monday at 4 p.m., will find TEP
Lack of adequate practiee
remainder of the game. Larsen season record to 11-12. Mark
facing Chi Phi, Naturals playing facilities has hampered th~ pitchers
Denno started, but had t.o be
struck out 15.
Saturday morning FTU blasted relieved after Bethune-Cookman Faculty Staff, ATO facing PKA and as well as the rest of the feam. The
Florida Bible 14-4 in a game scored five runs in the first three God's Children playing TKE II, in pitchers' mound on the practice
field ·is only a flat~ened-out dirt,
shortened to six innings by the innings. Spillman finished the the late game.
10-run rule. Second saccer Danny mound chores for the Goldsox.
On Tuesday GDI is pitted against are'a rathedhan a mis~d· hill.
"The only time I 'get to throw
Odom collected four straight hits in Perhaps the only bright spot in the PAE II, PKA plays PAE, Bombers
the fiist game including a homerun. game were three straight hits by plays Hyland Demons and Chi Phi from a mound is during an actual
game," Denno lamented. - - -- -~ Patrick McCarty made up for two rightfielder Jack Sirianni.
plays SSX.
fielding errors with another
Co-coach Allen Tuttle leads the
i11-•1w•111fllnf11thi1i1lh{111tilU.Ai1~
On Wednesday the Mafia face
roundtripper.
team in batting with a .378 average
§
Harry Jacobs went the distance and in runs-batted-in with 14. He is God's Children, LXA plays KS,
striking out seven in the sixth also tied with Gillis with ten stolen Marauders plays TKE II and PAE
==
inning.
bases. Jack Sirianni is hitting at a plays TKE.
\
FTU nipped Florida Bible 5-4 in .333 clip, just ahead of Rick
Thursday's action finds Faculty
the afternoon game of the Dawkins (.314) and Gillis (.312) .
doubleheader. Southpaw Billy Pitcher Larsen is slugging at .270. Staff playing Mafia in a 4:30 p.m.
Spillman earned the victory when McCarty leads the team with three encounter, which is the last game of
the Intramural softball season.
homeruns and 14 RBL
lin11mn1111umnnmnnnnm1111mmm111111111111111n1~
l\ ·1111\ Pt1h
FTU will play South Florida
() -1 l l i \)I B 1..' 1..' I - s I . l )( )
tomorrow at 7: 30 p.m. at Tinker

1
1

GOLDSOX BEAT FLA. BIBIE,
TAKE ON ROLLINS MONDAY

Outstanding value in quality and
price. Laminated vinyl plastic
rule with plastic end brackets and
crystal clear, optically correct
plexiglas cursor. Scales K, A, B,
Cl, C, D, and L are engraved on
face in permanently acetnate
engraved calibrations.

For the student or the professional.
Set of 6 popular curves of clear
. 060" plastic. Precisely smoothed
edges, absolute flatness assured.
Set $6.00

Set $6.00

Intramural
Games, Sef.·

I= .ftilB

;

1 5~i

Pantelias Definitely Out
As Goldsox Baseball Coach

Gone but not forgotten , is
former FTU baseball coach Jack
Pantelias, who has been forced to
drop the extra chore due to
pressing duties as a physical
education instructor for Orange
County schools.
Pantelias, FTU's first baseball
Times almost anything - anywhere
in the home, office, schoolroom,
coach, was instrumental in getting
laboratory, etc. Remembers and
the Goldsox started in 1969. The
reminds you for appointments,
team, which is currently in a "club"
deadlines, naps, or. projects. Set
status, has since faced some of the
for any length of time up to 60
leading varsity squads in the
minutes. Clear bell tone signal~
country.
when time is up. Easy to move
Dr. Frank D. Rohter, FTU
from room to room with noCANDLES & BLOWN GLASS FIGURINES
dir.ector of athletics, praised
thing to plug in. Untippable
Aplace of barrels, sand, acent and wax.
Pantelias for his devotion and
bell.: bottom base. Full one year
year guarantee. White with
concern while coaching the
black numbers.
COME VISIT US, WATCH THE GLASS BLOWER
.Goldsox. Noting that the former
AS HE MAKES SHIPS~ JEWELRY, WATER
coach had started the baseball
$4.95
PIPES, AND DELICATE GLASS PIECES OF
program while a junior, majoring in
ALL KINDS.
[physical education at the
university, Rohter commended
Pantelias for his work with "a very
limited budget" in developing a
c.ic•wn•
"very respectable program."
"The very human expenences
.
Jack shared with the team membeis
in building this program is a far
133 East Robinson
greater reward than personal
commendations," Dr. Rohter
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~continue~ "We ~ fue un~~ity

are extremely grateful for Jack's
professional contributions in
fulfilling an urgent need in our
expanding athletic program."
Pantelias, who was graduat~d
from FTU last year, is presently
working toward his master's degree
here. ~he team is temporarily being
co-coached by team members Allen
Tuttle and Tim Gillis, with faculty
sponsorship. The search for a coach
is underway, Rohter explained.
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looks, try racing somersaults*
uphill sometime. I was neck and -I+
AQUARIUS:
neck with the 'sault champion of -I+
For most people the adage the hemisphere this week ~hen {a}
"Smile and the world smiles he cut me off and ran me mto ..'"'-.
with you" holds true, but when the guard rail. I was injured. in ~
you smile you expose half of my right forepaw. I am still -1+
your faults. Keep your mouth loosing blood quickly a~d grow'*
closed as much as possible to weak. I do not know if I can {a}
k
keep friends.
hold out much lo................
..'"'-.
-c;LEO:
~
PISCES:
.
The trouble with Leo's is their -I+
_Your ears are ~penmg up. By attitude toward life. They don't~
k
m!d-July they will ?e o~en so feel that anyone else has a right
-c;- wide that your bra~n will fall to live. I have news. Everyone "i'j'"'
out. You will not notice.
else doesn't feel Leo's have a+}
A~IES:
right to live. Fight that one out*
Hold your ~reat~ from ~he between ·yourselves.
~
time the margmal mtersection VIRGO·
~
..s,,,_ crosses the lead star in the
You · will loose your only {I}
-c;- c_onstellation _Pisces, until the claim to individuality, your4*
time the Polans novas.
virginity, this weekend. It will be+}
TAURUS:
lost to a good cause, however, as-1+
_Pay close. attention to all you will be guaranteed of "A" 's+}
.s,,,... pnnted warnmgs, a~d all r~ad in every history class you take~
-c;- signs. One has a special meamng from now on.
~
for y~u, but. you will. ignore it SCORPIO:
'*
and will be killed, or wi_ll catch a
Early this afternoon your feet-I+
really bad cold.
will break all relations with the-I+
G~~NI:
.
,,
rest of your body, and will take~
k
Call me Fishmeal.
My off with their own government.
~ mother was a carpenter and my As a result you will begin~
father/uncle was a wheat bumping into things and having{t}
thrasher. I was drawn t~ th~ "~n a hard time maneuvering up
{ti- during my early days m 1umor stairs.
"rl"

4*
+Jo
+Jo
+Jo
+Jo
+Jo
+Jo
+Jo

::!I

**
**
**
*
**
*+Jo

HERCULES DR.

1-

'!r.

-84*

·I

penbn y

SAGITTARIUS:
1fiiiiiiiiiiiiimiJF-:::-'====-=-=====p:.~:;.:-=v;d::-=-==1
Be on the lookout for dwarfs*I
this week. There has been a*
gnome convention recently held*
in Chicago (the fairy capital) and*
ONE-ACT PLAYS
they elected you as the biggest .s.'-. T
tudent-directed one-act
nome bigot in the country."'\")""
WO
s
~ear knee pads for a few weeks.'* (>lays were p~sen!d re~e~tly t~y COLLEGE BAR
CAPRICORN·
*the theatre
ep men ~
e
The dark~ess pushes you.s.'-.ne~ly_ renovated Science
EveryMondayNight,at8:30,aFREEFull-lengthFlick,
toward the edge of humanity.
Auditonum. PThe plays wDere Sed3!!
and FREE Popcorn.
"'\")"" O'Casey's " ound on
eman ,
Behin~ you, as you teet~r on {I} directed by Ethel Walton, and
This week featuring W. C. Fields Comedies, along with the
the bnnk. are~ ofyourfrien?5 """"-August Strindeberg's "The
Three Stooges!
and close associates. They yell m "'\")"" Stronger,, directed by Arnie Cain
Happiness is a full 12 oz. beer for 15 cents, Mon.-Fri. 4-6.
~ romelli~gfuaVs hard~llian ilun~ntoyou .. :~~!"
~
'
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

*high, and have not done better
k
since. "Queenqueg was my good,
-c;- if ~ot somewhat 'heady' frien~,
until I found out.how he got ins
name (We w~re m a cl~set on
{+ board the sh1~, at the tune). I
.s.i. knew somethmg was strange
'"'("S" about
him when he started
carving his own telephone.
*Telephones had not even been
..s,,,,. invented yet. I had always loved
-c;- th "C"
e
·
*CANCER:
k
If you really want to try

**
*
*

U

Capta1·n v·1deo
surpnze
• product•on
I

Presents

::!I

.
'

friday, april

as

your last day to buy

J:=>EJG..A.SUS
ad 1 0 8 - $ 4

